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[1] Hulbe et al. [2004] argue that the original binge-purge model of their coauthor MacAyeal [1993a, 1993b] is not appropriate for Heinrich events but that a new ice-shelf-collapse mechanism may work. We believe that the new collapse mechanism disagrees with important data and that MacAyeal’s original model remains viable after appropriate modifications. We have enjoyed a fascinating discussion with Hulbe et al. on this topic, which is stimulating our thinking and research, and we present some of the arguments here for a wider audience.

[2] In MacAyeal’s model, thermal cycling in the Hudson Strait region of the Laurentide Ice Sheet caused an alternation between long-lived ice sheet growth and short-lived ice stream draw-down. The main evidence used by Hulbe et al. [2004] against MacAyeal [1993a, 1993b] is that each Heinrich event followed widespread cooling, but it is not solely controlled by the “clock” of the Laurentide Ice Sheet, that thermal processes in ice streams tend to slow their motion and so would prevent the massive ice output needed for Heinrich-layer formation, and that there exists no strong evidence for the large changes in ice sheet configuration expected from the Heinrich event surges.

[3] We agree that the Heinrich events seem to have consistently followed regional climatic cooling, but it is easy to have a faster process triggering a MacAyealian oscillator only when it is ready. Indeed, we have proposed more than one such mechanism for cooling triggering Heinrich events [Alley et al., 1996, 2005], and we are confident that additional triggering mechanisms are possible [e.g., Alley, 1991].

[4] Thermal controls on ice stream persistence do exist, but as shown by studies (including one involving Hulbe [Parizek et al., 2003]), subglacial water flow from beneath inland regions of ice sheets can both overcome this negative feedback and contribute to the debris entrainment necessary to explain the distal deposits of Heinrich events by allowing freezing of debris-bearing ice from the flowing water before any freezing to the bed. Indeed, the existence of high-speed ice streams and of thermal limits is central in the MacAyeal [1993a, 1993b] model.

[5] Hulbe et al. [2004, paragraph [56]] also questioned the MacAyeal model because they found “no obvious evidence” for “extraordinary draw-down events” of the Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS). Yet evidence exists in the Labrador Sector of the LIS for two sector-wide reorganizations of ice flow between the Last Glacial Maximum and final deglaciation [Dyke et al., 2002; Veillette et al., 1999]. The first reorganization indicates an eastward shift of the main center of ice outflow by up to 900 km, with an associated lowering of the ice surface over Hudson Bay of possibly hundreds of meters. Although this extraordinary event cannot be dated precisely, Dyke et al. [2002] suggested that it may have resulted from Heinrich event 1.

[6] The dramatic collapse of the Larsen B ice shelf as described by Hulbe et al. [2004] and the subsequent speed-up of grounded ice behind [De Angelis and Skvarca, 2003] are of great importance in assessing stability of past and future ice sheets. However, we are cautious about applying this mechanism to the Heinrich events as done by Hulbe et al. Our first doubt is simple and indeed is noted by Hulbe et al. [2004]. The Larsen B mechanism requires cooling to grow an ice shelf, followed by warming at least in summer to fill ice-shelf surface crevasses with meltwater and may require oceanic warming to weaken the ice shelf from below [Shepherd et al., 2003]. However, all available paleoclimatic records of which we are aware show that the distinctive sedimentary signatures of the Heinrich events began during cold intervals with no premonitory warming. Unless some unobservable short warm periods triggered Heinrich events, we have difficulty reconciling the model with the data.

[7] This requirement of warming to trigger the Hulbe et al. [2004] ice-shelf collapse yet lack of premonitory
warming in the paleoclimatic record is probably the biggest difficulty for their model, but other considerations also serve to cast doubt. For example, if an ice shelf covered broad areas proximal to Hudson Strait prior to Heinrich events, we expect that severe reduction or even elimination of planktonic foraminifera from the surface waters would have resulted. A spike in planktonic numbers prior to Heinrich event 2 in cores from the SE Baffin Island slope, however, would suggest the opposite [Jennings et al., 1996], placing limits on the size of any such ice shelf. Indeed, the dates that have been reported on the timing of Heinrich events in the Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay are on planktonic foraminifera [Andrews et al., 1998; Hillaire-Marcel et al., 1994; Jennings et al., 1996]. These dates overlap those for the onset of Heinrich events obtained from the more distal area of the North Atlantic [e.g., Bond et al., 1992, 1999; Chapman and Shackleton, 1999], thus indicating that at least seasonally ice-free conditions existed near the margin of the ice sheet at the time of the events.

[8] We further note that comparison of Greenland ice core records to marine sediment records [e.g., Bond et al., 1993] indicates that many stadials lacking Heinrich layers were as cold as stadials with Heinrich layers. This is expected from the original MacAyeal model modified to allow for triggering by marginal processes (if the bed of the Hudson Strait ice stream was still frozen, no surge could be triggered [Alley and Clark, 1999]), whereas the ice-shelf mechanism has greater difficulty providing an explanation why some very cold times grew ice shelves that collapsed to make Heinrich layers, but other very cold times followed by abrupt warmings did not produce Heinrich layers.

[9] An important observation is that the part of each Heinrich layer proximal to the Laurentide Ice Sheet and Hudson Strait is dominated by sorted sediments 50–100 cm thick, indicating large volumes of meltwater and the production of turbidites [Andrews et al., 1998; Hesse and Khodabakhsh, 1998; Hesse et al., 1997, 2004; Rashid et al., 2003] despite the evidence for persistence of climatically cold conditions during Heinrich-layer deposition. In contrast, at distal sites west of Europe, iceberg-raftered debris was being supplied to deep-sea sites [Hessrich, 1988]. Thus the Heinrich layers seem to require volumes of water normally associated with jokulhalus, and the proposed origin of the sediments [Hulbe et al., 2004, paragraph [38]] seems improbable. We have presented one model in which a cooling event could trigger a surge and an outburst flood from beneath an ice stream such as that in Hudson Strait [Alley et al., 2005], and we expect that several other models are possible. Large incised channels are suggested on seismic profiles from the Hudson Strait seafloor and adjacent shelf [Andrews and MacLean, 2003; MacLean et al., 2001] and may relate to these postulated outburst floods.

[10] In addition, any mechanism invoking ice shelves faces the difficulty that they generally serve as "debris filters," holding ice near the shore but out of contact with debris sources while providing time for basal debris to melt off before icebergs are formed. Melting may be caused by heat from sub-ice-shelf water or by the "ice pump," the pressure-melting effect that removes ice from deep-draft regions and deposits it in shallower-draft regions to reduce the potential energy of the system [Lewis, 1985]; because ice shelves thin away from their grounded debris sources, ice-pump melting preferentially attacks debris-bearing ice. Ice-shelf basal melting could be avoided by a sufficiently steep basal temperature gradient or sufficiently cold ocean water; however, to the best of our knowledge, widespread grounding-line freeze-on has not been observed across the suite of modern ice shelves studied and seems unlikely in an environment warm enough to cause surface melting triggering a Larsen B-type ice-shelf disintegration. Thus, although glaciological theory does not preclude ice-shelf mechanisms for storage and release of debris, the theory does urge caution.

[11] The phasing of IRD events from different ice sheets [e.g., Grousett et al., 2000] is advanced as a major reason for an ice shelf model. However, this interpretation is based on a FennoScandanavian Ice Sheet isotopic signature [Grousett et al., 2000] that Farmer et al. [2003] showed to be nonunique. In sediments south of the North Sea the IRD most likely came from the Gulf of St. Lawrence [Farmer et al., 2003]. This suggests a phasing between the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the Hudson Strait ice streams. More definitive statements require the search for more specific, ideally unique, "fingerprints" from potential IRD sources.

[12] The reader should recognize that none of these objections is fatal to the Hulbe et al. [2004] model. Diffusion and bioturbation can remove sedimentary evidence of a short-lived warming, debris does exist in ice shelves, sediment cores are not available from all possible ice-shelf locations, and recognition of ice shelves from sedimentary deposits and identification of source terranes for ice-raftered debris can be equivocal. Furthermore, it is likely that ice shelves did exist at times in some places around the Laurentide Ice Sheet and contributed to its behavior, so that a complete understanding of the ice sheet and its Heinrich events will include ice shelves. Nonetheless, we believe that the weight of evidence now available argues against a warming-induced ice-shelf-disintegration model for origin of Heinrich-event layers, and we continue to favor a (modified) MacAyeal oscillator as the best model for these important and enigmatic features. We look forward to continuing discussions with Hulbe et al. on this fascinating topic.
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